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Why is this relevant here? 

 In ebooks, arrangements switched from a standard retail model for 
Amazon to an agency basis for Apple, and latterly also for Amazon 
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Agency  and RPM 
The Law (EU) 

 EU Verticals Guidelines: 

 Restrictions on a retailer’s ability to set sale prices may constitute 
RPM unless that retailer can be regarded as forming part of a ‘single 
economic unit’ with the supplier. This is ‘genuine agency’. 

 Perhaps surprisingly: ‘It is not material […] whether the agent acts for 
one or several principals’ 

 Risk is the key determining factor. An agent may qualify as a ‘genuine 
agent’ if it does not bear any significant risk. This may occur if e.g. it: 

 does not contribute to the costs of the goods/services 

 does not maintain stocks at his own cost or risk 

 does not undertake responsibilities over product liability  

 does not make market-specific investments 
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Agency agreements –  
The Economics 1 

 It is not clear that the economics fits well with the law in this area 

 Surely key argument must be that vertical separation may have benefits 
over vertical integration, but may not occur if firms lose control over pricing. 

 Why might vertical separation have benefits? 

 There may be tax, regulatory or other benefits from using contracting 
agents rather than employees.  

 Vertical separation may deliver higher-powered sales incentives than 
can be given to inhouse employees (Lafontaine and Slade, 1997, but NB 
this may actually require higher risk for the agent!) 

 It may simply allow for efficient division of labour/company focus (eg 
book publishers likely to be poor at internet distribution of ebooks) 

 But is vertical integration a realistic alternative to agency in this case?? 
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Agency agreements –  
The Economics 2 

 Other (vertical) arguments for agency arrangements with upstream pricing 

 Can overcome double marginalisation (so can Max RPM, in theory, but 
Lafontaine (1995) shows prices lower in corporate fast food chains) 

 The use of royalty-based fees, rather than unit wholesale prices, can 
lead to lower retail prices: 

o Gaudin and White, 2013, for monopoly case.  

o Foros, Kind and Shaffer, 2013, for oligopoly case (but depends on 
on relative competition upstream and downstream! Compare 
smartphone apps with ebooks). 

 Allows prices to be set by those who have the best idea of demand for 
their product (eg niche products through Amazon marketplace, cf 
literature on category management).  
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Agency agreements –  
The Economics 3 

 Other (more standard) benefits arising from RPM’s horizontal effects 

 Reducing free-riding at the retail level eg on service 

 Enabling quality certification, so promoting inter-brand competition 

 Incentivising retailers to stock/promote products 

 Facilitating fixed cost investments (eg in platforms, see Gans (2012)) 

 But also negatives, many associated with RPM’s horizontal effects 

 RPM can facilitate collusion upstream and downstream 

 RPM can soften competition upstream and downstream 

 RPM can restrict entry and expansion both upstream and downstream 

 RPM can act as a commitment device to protect upstream rents 


